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S
ali Taylor’s wit manifests itself in the clever juxtaposition of over f ive 

thousand years of feminine iconography: A waif ish model stalking 

down a catwalk made of Venus de Miloes; f igures from Botticelli’s 

Primavera posing with Greek Amagos Icons and voluptuous beer 

spokesmodels; a thermal camera image of Scarlett Johansson, Suri Cruise 

and a Disney Princess. Drawing images from the Cycladic period to 

contemporary pop culture, Taylor possesses a visual lexicon that is both 

sophisticated and inexhaustible in scope. 

Her work investigates the paradoxes inherent in contemporary attitudes 

towards women, par ticularly the expectation for women to be 

simultaneously femme fatale and feminist, competitive and compliant, 

sinner and saint.

“My work is an intuitive response to the fashion industry, which is very 

much par t of my environment in New York City. My studio is in the 

epicenter of the fashion district in midtown Manhattan, so I am surrounded 

by fashion’s values and feel compelled to respond to them.” The use of 

collage and digital manipulation fur ther highlights the constructed and 

ar tif icial nature of the compiled images. Describing herself as a 

‘fauxtographer’, Taylor manipulates pictures drawn from fashion and 

weekly magazines, consumer culture, in addition to images drawn from 

canonical ar t works.

An element of subversion exists within Taylor’s ar tistic practice. The ar tist 

slips copies of her works within the pages of glossy fashion magazines. Each 

‘altered’ magazine is then returned to the sales rack or the pile in the 

dentist’s waiting room to be found later by the reader.

Taylor holds a Bachelor’s degree in Ar t Education from the University of 

Denver and a Master’s degree in Ar t History from the University of 

Massachusetts. Her work is held in numerous public and private collections 

including the Library of Congress, Washington D.C. and she has completed 

site-specif ic commissions for the International Women’s Biennale, Incheon, 

Korea and the Fashion Center District Public Ar t Project, New York, 

amongst others. Taylor’s work is held in private collections throughout 

North America and Europe.



 52 x 43 in / 132 x 109.2 cm, *Mixed media on panel, 2010Model in Vintage Milo (Second Thoughts),



57 x 43 in / 144.8 x 109.2 cm, *Mixed media on panel, 2010Life Balance (Heels),



39 x 39 in / 99 x 99 cm, Inkjet print on archival paper on panel, 2010Venus In Heels,



57 x 43 in / 144.8 x 109.2 cm, *Mixed media on panel, 2010Split Personality,



57 x 43 in / 144.8 x 109.2 cm, *Mixed media on panel, 2010Fashion Police,



30 x 80 in / 76.2 x 203.2 cm, *Mixed media on panel, 2010Chapped Lips, SCARLET T  SERIES



SCARLET T  SERIES



56 x 86 in / 142.2 x 218.4 cm, *Inkjet print on archival paper on panel, 2010Gulp, SCARLET T  SERIES



57 x 43 in / 144.8 x 109.2 cm, *Mixed media on panel, 2010Neck(ing), SCARLET T  SERIES



37 x 96 in / 94 x 243.8 cm, *Mixed media on panel, 2010Scarlett Waisted, SCARLET T  SERIES

*Taylor’s process star ts by making an original collage using pages of fashion publications and then photographing it. That image is then digitally altered, printed, air brushed 

 and/or hand painted. Mixed media materials are added, including various combinations of acrylic paint, collage, fabric, feathers, sequins, pearls, chains, and metal.
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